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ABSTRACT. The perforation of 0.040-, 0.125-, and 0.250-inch 2024-T3
aluminum alloy plates by 0.063-, 0.125-, and 0.281-inch 2024-T8 alum-
inum spheres are investigated for the impact velocity range from 1.0
to !4.0 k=1'sec. The object of the investigation is to determine the
mechanism of the formation of fragments, the distribution of fragment
velocities and sizes, and the relation of atmospheric disturbances to
these propertieb of the fragment system. The projectiles are launched
from a conventional powder gun and from a light-gas gun both of which
are 0.5 inch in barrel diameter. The investigation uses an Electro-
Optics Kerr cell camera, paraffin and celotex techniques of particle
re!overy, and measurements of momentum by a ballistic pendulum. Pres-
sures of atmospheric disturbances are estimated from high-speed photo-
graphs of the shocks and directly by piezoelectric gages mounted in
the top of a box to whick' the target plate is mounted. Pressure mea-
surements are found to correlate in a general way to the kinetic energy
of the particle system but show no significant contribution from the
iombustion of aluminum in air. The pressures from 0.125- and 0.040-
inch targets are essentially the same.
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As  Cross sectional area of sphere

D Drag coefficientD

CH Heat exchange coefficient

C Specific heat of fragment material
D Perforation diameter

d Projectile diameter

hf Latent heat of fusion

hv Latent heat of vaporization

K Drag constant

M Plug mass

Mt Target mass exclusive of plug

m Projectile or fragment mass

m' Mass ablated from fragment

q Incident heat flux

qm Thermal energy of ablated material

s Length

T Temperature

t Target plate thickness

Vr Velocity after perforation

V Initial projectile velocity

Vt Velocity of target after perforation

pg Atmospheric density

pp Fragment density
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INTRODUCTION

The impact of a projectile or a fragment against a plate at veloci-
ties of 2 km/sec or greater, and in which there is an extensive breakup
of the impacting bodies, results in a significant pressure disturbance
around the perforation exit. The pressure disturbances may be very
intense at high velocities that can be attained by current weapons, for
example by the fragments of a shaped-charge jet (approximately 2 to
10 km/sec). For this reason it is of interest in the analysis and
improvement of weapons operations to better understand the details of the
development of this kind of pressure disturbance and its correlation to
the properties of the impact system. The present investigation is
directed toward thip end.

The work reported here continues an earlier investigation of the per-
foration of a plate and the formation of the fragment system. This
investigation consists largely of photographic observations of the impact
of explosively projected fragments and the examination of recovered frag-
ments (Ref. 1-3). From these observations there emerges a qualitative
picture of the impact irregularly shaped particles against plates of
thickness comparable to the particle dimensions. In this picture the
particle deforms extensively during penetration of the plate. The pene-
tration itself is a local bulging of the plate that resembles the bursting
of a bubble and is terminated by many, almost simultaneous, fractures of
the bulged section. At the moment of bursting, the fragments are in a thin-
shell configuration and continue to move as a thin shell of fragments
until differences in interaction with the atmosphere from particle to
particle have a noticeable effect.

The present work is an attempt to extend and improve these observa-
tions for irregularly shaped fragments. A sphere projected against a
plate is chosen in order to obtain greater control over the impact con-
ditions and to simplify the interpretation of experimental results. The
light-gas gun is used for these studies and gives a range of impact veloc-
ities of approximately 0.2 km/sec to just under 4 km/sec. The spheres,
with diameters of from 0,065 to 0.251 inch, are mounted in separating
sabots and fired against plates of thicknesses i'rom 0.040 to 0.250 inch.
3oth the spheres and plates are of aluminum alloys. The specific objec-
tives are to determine the mechanism of the perforation of the plate and
the formation of fragments, to determine the characteristics of the
system of the fragments expelled from the plate, and to correlate the
disturbances that result to the characteristics of the f.gment system.
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PERFORATION AND FRAGIENT FOR1MATION

PERFORATION PROCESS

Considerable information on the process of perforation can be obtained
by the straightforward method of firing spheres against plates for a range
of impact velocities and then examining the craters, the recovered pro-
Jectiles, and the recovered fragments. Photographs of cross-sections of
two series of perforations and the corresponding major recovered fragments
are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows the dependence of perforation diame-
ter on the projectile deformation. Deformation begins by flattening of
the projectile. As the sides flow radially they are swept back, forming
a cup. The walls of the cup eventually break off and contribute to the
mass of smaller fragments in the fragment system. (After one firing
against a 0.250-inch-thick target, shown in Fig. 1, the base of sucn a
projectile cup and a separate ring that had composed the walls were
recovered. The inner wall of this cup, which was the rear hemispherical
su4face of the original sphere, showed no abrasion or surface fracturing.)

These studies of projectile deformation indicate that the effect of
increasing the ratio of plate thickness to sphere diameter is to increase
the time during which the projectile is deforming. As long as the pro-
jectile remains intact it asymptoticlly approaches a steady-state nose
radius and body diameter that depend upon the perforation velocity and the
initial diameter. The perforation will also asymptotically approach a
lim+ing diameter with increasing plate thickness as long as the impact
velocity is much greater than the minimum perforation velocity and reduc-
tion of velocity during perforation can be neglected. If the impact
velocity is only slightly above the minimum perforation velocity, the

* projectile velocity will be appreciably reduced during penetration !ith
the result that the exit perforation diameter is also reduced.

The perforation diameters are measured as the average mininum crater
dimension. These data are plotted in Fig. 2 and 5 in the form of" the
ratio of hole diameter to projectile diameter as a function of impact

velocity. Figure 2 shows this relation for 0.281-inch-diameter spheres
and three target thicknesses. Figure 5 shows comparable data for two
sphere diameters. These data increase linearly with increasing impact

veloity and in this rpj,,ct are in agreement with the resu' of Maiden
(Ref. 4). Maiden's data went to almost double the maximum velocity
achieved here and were obtained for projectil /plate systems that had a
plate-thickness-to-projectile-diaieter ratio of loss than 0.504. Maiden's
data fitted the empirical relation

D/d = 0.45 V(t/d) 2  + 0.90

The data in Fig. 2 do not show the constant 0.90 but rather a mono-
tonically decreasing term with increa ing plate thickness. This is prob-
ably due to the greater change in velocity with increasing plate thickness
so that, at any given velocity, the thick target causes a greater

I2
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FIG. 1. Cross Sections of Two Series of Perforations at
1.7 ka/eec an~d 2.6 km/sec.
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variation in the projectile velocity during penetration than does a thintarget. Also, comparing the data taken from 0.125- and 0.281-inch-
diameter spheres, the perforation-to-sphere.diameter ratio is not indepen-dent of the projectile diameter. The smaller spheres increase the va4.ueof the constant 0.90 and decrease the coefficient of the velocity
dependent term.
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2024-T3; hence, material strength may also be a pertinent parameter in
determining the perforation diameter. Although current empirically deter-
mined perforation diameter formulas do not include the-e variables, more
complicated empirical expressions are not warranted without further analy-
tical development or a much more intensive experimental program.

FRA(4ENT FOR4ATION

In order to obtain information on the dynamics of fragment formation
the impact event is photograpl:- 9 by means of an ±lectro-optical camera
with a Kerr cell shutter. The fr jaents are also recovered in foam,
cotton, and fiberboard from which data it is possible to get significant
detail on the basic mechanism of fragment formation. itnes- plates are
used to get data on the spatial distribution of the particles of various
sizes. The qualitative picture of fragment formation and motion that is
obtained for the sphere-plate system is much the same as that for the
explosively projected particles

Among the recovered fragments it is usually possible to recognize a
part of the original sphere that h~s been deformed in varying extents
depending on the plate thickness. A deformed projectile that retains
95 of its original mass can be seen e 3rging from the fragment cloud in
Fig. 4. In the range of velocities that has been investigated, the
diameter of the perforation in the pla.e is less than a millimeter larger
than the diamet-r of t,,e recovered projectiles so that the hole size is
apparently controlled by the deformation of the projectile.

A probable source of extensive projectile fragmentation in high
velocity imT cts are the ',Lernal multiple spall-type fractures apparent

in the projectile shown in Fig. 1 that has perforated the 0.040-inch-
thick plate at 2.6 kin/sec. Initially, this type of fracture will only
iesult in the early loss of the walls of the deformed projectile cup.
This behavior leav the base of th cur as the only major fragment in
tie 0.3O'-inch-thick, 2.6-km/se- examle. The same result is eminent in
the 0.250-inch-thick, 1.7-km/sec specimen. As the impact velocity and
the pressrutes on the system increase, this type of fracturiug becomes
more extensive. Witness plates beyond the thin-plate target reveal that
thero are no longer any major fragments cf either projectile or plate
when the impact veloity exceeds 5.4 ki/sec with plates up to 0.250-inch
thick.

In addilton t, the projectile, large fragments of the plate are also
identified among the recovered fragments. The largest of I se generally
consist of tr-nuated cone plugs from the center of the impact area bs
depicted for O.'50-inch plates .n Fig. 1. These plugs, which have a
large ba.-e coinciding with the impact interface and a small. base with
the rear surface oC the plate, are characteristic of' impacts in which the
plate hickness is comparable with the sphere diameter. They appear to

6
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FIG. 4. Six Photographs of' a Sphere Perforating a O.040-in.
Alumina Alloy Plate at 4 km/sec.
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result from conchoida. fractures occurring .Ioig lines of maximum shear
stress; there are no indications of' spalling in these plugs. In general,
the size decreases with increasing impact velocity. Plugs such as these
are typical of impacts of blunt projectiles with thick targets as shown
in Ref. I but are somewhat unexpected for spherical projectiles and thin
targets.

CHAPACTERISTICS OF THE RAGENT SYSTEM

MASS DISTRIBUTION

The characteristics of the fragment system that are of the most
interest in the consideration of energy transfer to the atmosphere are
the distribution of fragment sizes, or masses, and the distribution of
fragment velocities. The fragments with micron- to millimeter-size diam-
eters are of greater importance to the various energy transfer theories
than the major fragments.

The data from three tests in which fragments are collected in paraffin
beyond the target plate are shown in Table 1. The particles are separated
from the collection medium by melting the paraffin and pouring it through
a #4OO eieve. Other U. S. Standard Sieve Series screens are used to
divide the collected particles into rough-size categories. A measure of
the average particle size collected on the finer screens is m de by micro-
scopically measuring Martin's diameter on a sample consisting of 100 to
200 fragments. Martin's diameter is the horizontal dimension across tho
midpoint of the particle lying in a random orientation (Ref. 6). These
data are normalized for direct comparison with other mass distribution
data by determining the percentage of the total recovered mass that
remains on each screen. By using this figure with an estimate of the
average range of particle diameters collected in each sieve, a mass den-
sity distribution function is constructed (Fig. 5). This function is
analogous to a spectral density function in which the argument is particle
diameter.

Along with the averages of the data shown in TaLlu 1, Fig. 5 contains
results reported by Becker and Vitali (Ref. 7) and earlier results of
Backman (Ref. 3). Both of these studies used explosively projected pel-
lets with an impact velocity around 3.2 km/sec. The first of these had
plates of 2S-0 aluminum and a water-collection technique while Backman,
using 2024-T6 plates, calculated the particle size from witness-plate
crater dimensions after measuring the fragment field velocities. All of
these results show that only a small percentage of the total recovered
tragment mass has particle diameters less than 400 microns. The percent-
age of tiny particles does increase -ith decreasing plate thickness.
There is little likelihood that any significanL percentage of particles
were lost by passing through the #400 screen, since the mass density

8
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dist-ibution f'nction seems to decrease monotonically with decreasing
particle size. It is disconcerting to note, however, that except for the
thinnest plates, the recovery techniques reported here and in Ref. 3
captured no more than two-thirds of the expected fragment mass; i.e., the
projectile mass plus the mass missing from tht target plate.

TABLE 1. Fragment Mass Distributinn Measurements

Plate thickness ................... 0.040 in. 0.125 in. 0.125 in.

Impact velocity ..................... 1.9 km/sec 3.16 km/sec 3.7 km/sec

Martin'sSeen. Opening, dimMas s, Mas S, Mas s,Sieve no. ~en, diam.
mg mg Mg

60 250 ... 625 669 855
100 149 293 20 3 18
140 105 180 8 2.5 5.5
200 74 120 ... 1.2 9
Pan 4 2.5 9

Total recovered mass ................ 657 678.2 896.5

Projectile and missing target mass.. 1540 1625

A comment is in order on fragment sizes obtained for other projectile
shapes. There have been several tests in which cylinders with a length-
to-diameter ratio of around one were impacted against thin plates at nor-

mal incidence. Even with the thinnest plates and lowest perforation
velocities, there were never any large fragments that could be identified
with particular parts of the impact system. Apparently, the superior
energy coupling between the flat surfaces resulted in extensive spallation
in both the plate and the projectile. Although this effect of pi.jectile
geometry on the fragment size distribution should be studied further,
spheres and Pugh pellets probably represent the effects of shaped-charge-
particle impacts more closely than do the cylinders.

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FRACHENT VELOCITIES

Sophisticated estimates of the energy partition following perforation
will depend uron information on the spatial distribution of fragments and
the distribution of fragment velocities throughout the field. Some data
of this type were previously reported from tests in which explosively pro-
jected pellets were fired against 0.125-inch-thick 2024-T3 plates (Ref. 3).
Olialtatively, it was observed that the fragment forms an expanding shell.

9
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In general, thin targets result in a more uniform fragment velocity than
do thicker targets, Following the main mass of fragments, the thick
plate often has large and relatively slow particles that travel along the

sides of the volume swept out by the fragment field.

Information on the angular distribution of fragments, which included
target thickness as one of the variables, was reported by Becker and
Vitali (Ref. 7). These measurements show that 0.063-, 0.125-, and
0.1875-inch-thick 2024-T3 plates all have over 50% of the total number of
fragments within 20 degrees of the fragment velocity field centerline and
95% within 40 degrees. A celotex-backed, foil, witness plate located
roughly 25 perforation diameters behind the target was used to make these
measurements. In the present studies of the impact of spheres against
plates, data on the distribution of the fragment velocities as a function
of the angular location of the fragments are obtained from photographic I
records taken by a six-frame Kerr cell camera. Each datum is obtained by
measuring the change in location of a particle at the edge of the two-
dimensional view of the fragment pattern. This is done to reduce the
errors inherent in the use of the two-dimensional representation of the
three-dimensional distribution. These data are presented in Fig. 6-15 as
the discrete points. Each of these points shows the magnitude of the
velocity of a particle that in the first frame has the given angular

location with respect to the point defined by the intersection of the
plane rear surface of the target and line of flight of the sphere.

The solid lines in Fig. 6-.5 are the function V = Vo cos(2 9) with the
value of Vo chosen to fit the data points. It can be seen that this
simple formula serves reasonably well as an empirical relation between
velocity and the angle of emergence of the particles. There is a consis-
tent departure of the data from thiq -"irical relation at the sigher
angles of emergence.

FRAGAENT VELOCITY CALCULATION

The usual models of plate perforation consist of plugging, petaling,
spalling, and ductile hole enlargement. In the present experiments, the
perforations, the major fragments that are recovered, and the observations
of relative fragment velocities all support the plugging mode of plate
failure. A mathematical model of plugging I- ,,ed that applies the con-
servation of momentum to a system of components whose behavior is con-
strained by simplifying assumptions. Foremost among these Is the assump-
tion that the entire mass of both the projectile 'nd the material removed
from the plate (the plug) have the same velocity rollowing perforation.
If one then includes the momentum acquized by the target during perfora-
tion the relationship between the initial and final momei:tum of the system
will be

I
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Hence, the residual velocity of the projectile and plug fragments will
be

V = (mv - 4tVt)/(m + :4) (2)

14ENTUM4 TRANSFEP

In order to measure the momentum acquired 1, the target, a series of
tests are conducted wherein the target plate is bolted to a ballistic
pendulum. The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 16. Other than
the 0.250-inch-thick plates, the momentum transfer is independent of the
impact velocity. It first appears to depend only upon the surface area
of the perf-ration; i.e., 'TDt. However, this function does not take into
account the increases in perforation diameter that result from the increas-
ing impact velocity. Hence, some relatior-ship between this surface area
and the time of perforation would seem to be more appropriate.

The experimental results with 0.125-inch-diameter spheres are partic-
ularly interesting in that they represent the largest plate-thickness-to-
sphere-diameter ratio and contain the only re Lits in which the plate is
not perforated. Those test:; with O.125-inch-dia.meter spheres in which
the impact velocity is just below the minimum perforation velocity, have
the sa-me momentum transfer to the plate .; tests at double this velocity.
These measurements help to rule out one reason for tne drop lx. momentum

transfer with increasing velocity that is measLred "+tn 0.250-inch plates.
Because the thickness-to-di&-eter ratio of the 0.,C-inch plat. ts between
that of the 0.125-inch plate Impacted by 0.1,5-inch-diameter splere, and
the o'ther plates impacted by OQ.-inch-diameter -phere;, this parameter
(plate-thickness-to-sphere diameter) is not believed to be the cause of
the decreasing momentum transfer. No rational explanation for this vari-
ation from the behavior of the other plate-proJectile systems has yet
been developed.

Ore hypothesized effect that is not evident in these t Ist ls target
momentum due to the tiny particles coming fCom tJne i-pact In'erface.
These are sprayed backward, usually at more : -ir he lmpact speed, from -

around the periphery of the projectile. For ",pact %gainpt pirate tar-
gets, -nomentum measurements up to ,OS{ greater 1.-W'uxn the proJectile -en-
turn are attributed to thir; cause ('ief. 8). The one case of excess
momentu. that is measured during these experimentn occurs when the plate
is not perforated. This single Instance Is not pairticularLy i1gni fi:nt,
since It h'ad a mo-entu.z -asurenent that Ir vithin the band of
experimental ncnt-,,r for tese data.

17
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CORRiELATION OF AIVOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES T O
FRAGMT SYST0. CH ARACTERISTICS

A'4OSPHERIC DISTUtRBANCE

The disturbances associated with a particular impact system have been
investigated using photographic methods and by direct measurement with
transducers. Earlier work of this kind used explosively projected parti-
cles (Ref. 1-3). The Cordin camera was used with an explosive light
source and a condenser lens system that revealed the shocks surrounding
the fragment system (Fig. 17). Photographic records obtained In this way
showed that the front of the atmospheric disturbance is at least in part
the coalescence of the bow shocks from the individual particles. Direct
measurements of the pressur3 from an impact against a plate within a
chamber, which is instrumented to record tne pressure in the chamber,
showed that the pressures last for the greater part of a millisecond;
however, the most significant variations occur within 200 or 500 4sec.

The records for explosively projected particles were not very reproducible
due to variations in the size and shape of the impacting particles and
variations in the location of the impact with respect to the transducers.

In one series of tests, attention was concentrated on conditions at
the front of the disturbance. These tests were set up to use both the
Cordin camera and pressure transducers so that two forms of instrumenta-
tion could be used to check one another. Figure 18 (sample frames froir
the Cordin record) shows the arrival of the front at the wall in which the
pressure gages are installed. Figure 19 is a sample of the transducer
record for tht same test. Figure 18 reveals a considerable amount of
structure to the front of the shock and indicates that at least some of
the high frequency variations of the transducer records (Fig. 19) are not
spurious but are real variations of the pressure. An estimate of the
pressure in the shock front can be obtained from the photographic data.
The shock velocity is measured from the photographic data and the estimate
is made by computing the pressure in the shock on the basis of plane shock
theory. In order to compare this with the measurements, it is converted
to the pressure of the same shock at a rigid wall. Comparison of the two
forms of data is given below. These data are from a series of tests that
were conducted to establish the feasibility of techniques involved.

Pressure
Firing pesure (Calculated from the

pressure shock velocity)

No. 1 40 59.1
No. 2 44 80.1

The same type of data was obtained for a chamber flushed with nitrogen.
Sample frames from the photographic records are givern in Fig. 20. The
luminosity of the fragment field is the main difference between these
records and those obtained in an air atmosphere.

19
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FIG. 18. Cordin Record of Shock I~ingsment izi Air.
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There are indications that the shock wave may be treated as impinging
against the pressure measurement surface at normal incidence. Figure 18
shows that the part of the shock wave that contacts the gages is approxi-
mately plane. A plane wave also describes the relative times of arrival
of the wave at the various gages, since this pressure pulse arrives at the
three gages almost simultaneously (see the Appendix). These observations
Justify the use of plane shock theory in calculating the incident shock
strength from the pressure records, which are measurements of the reflec-
ted shock strength. This calculation is necessary to compare the various
gases used in these tests because of their varying pressure amplification
factors upon reflection. These functions, calculated using standard
plane shock wave theory, are shown in Fig. 21 for air and argon atmos-
pheres. The results with a nitrogen atmosphere are practically the same
as with air. In addition to the overpressure ratio, Fig. 21 illustrates
that, with equal energy shocks in air and argon, the measured pressures
will be within 10% of each other in the low pressure region. Thus, the
anomalous pressures sometimes measured in argon atmospheres cannot be due
to the differences in density, specific ieat, and sonic velocity between
argon and air.

Pressure Measurements for Gun-Launched Spheres

Similar tests to those conducted with explosively projected pellets

were made using al--minum spheres of 2024-T6 material from a light-gas gun
against the target plate on the chamber shown in Fig. 22, Velocities
range between 2.3 and 4.6 km/sec. The gages used in this chamber are
Atlantic Research Corporation, Model BD-15 time-of-arrival gages. In

. combination with charge amplifiers this circuit has a rise time of around
9sec. The high output of these gages reduces the noiqe content of the
data in comparison with more c-ensitive blast-type gages that have also
been tried. In the tests with the light-gas gun, the chamber has a
i'.asti'c film forming the wall opposite the tar et plate. This practically
eliminates any pressure effects due to secondary impacts of target and
projectile fragme..ts. It also reduces the problem of accounting for the
pressure waves reflected from waLls adjacent to the instrumented rurface.
To test the effects of various gas compositions, the chamber is flushed
with air, argon, or nitrogen gas for about 5 minutes before a test. In
all cases the pressure in the chamber Is initially atmospheric with flow
of the test gas continuing during the test..

Pressures are measured at three locations along the center line of the
top surface of the chamber. Of the 52 tests in which realistic pressure-
time data were obtained, 11 representative tests are assembled in the
Appendix. Along with the pressure records, associated photographs of
impact flash and the Perforation itcself are shown in most cases. The open
shutter photographs of impact luminosity within the chamber serve as an
indication of the amount of cormbustion taking place. One undesirable
feature of the tests with the light-gas gun is the aluminum shear disc
tha. .requently follows the projectile into the impact region. Accessory
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impacts due to this component are apparent in several of the perforation
photographs.

Ic IN,

42 IN.

4.N

SIN

IARGET PLAYE CLEAR PLASTIC SIDE PLATES

SaOTTOA PLATE

FIG. 22. Schematic Drawing of Pressure Measurement Chamber.

K jIn general, tt'e preasure pulse has a fairly simple pulse shape that
is similar to a blast wave with an amplitude dependent upon the fragment
system characteristics and w~th a time duration for the positive phase of'

* 70 to 140 Asec. A second pulse frequently lags the first by roughly
500 tsec. Since the second pulse can be eliminated by removing the floor
and walls of' the box, it is undoubtedly caused by reflected pressure waves
from these plane surfaces. Hence, the very Jagged, relatively long
duration pressure records commonly reported are probably the result of'
multiple reflections fromn the rigid container walls.

The peak pressures shown in Fig. 23 are calculated fron the data an
pee-k-reflected pressure of the first pulse by using the plane shock
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relations shown in Fig. 21. The increase in pressure with increasing
impact velocity of the sphere is proportional to between the second and
third power of velocity for the plate thicknesses shown. The peax pres-
sures also increase with decreasing plate thickness, at least to so
thickness less than those tested here (t/d = 0.15). There was one test
conducted in which a sphere was fired through the chamber without impac-
ting anything except a foil switch and it resulted in a pressure belowthat of all but the thickest plates (t/d = 0.89). Peak pressures in air,
which would support combustion, are not noticeably different from thepressures measured in argon and nitrogen that are ineit. However, the
still photographs do show a large amount of luminosity accomanylng
impacts in air in comparison with impacts in the inert gases.
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FIG. 23. Overpressure in Shock Waves at the Chamber Wall.
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Information from the photographic coverage of the post-perforation
events can also be used to estimate the pressure of the atmospheric dis-
turbances accomanying perforation. A technique of backlighting, similar
to that employed with the Cordin camera, is used with the six-frame Kerr
cell camera to reveal the shocys and. other major changes of atmospheric
density. By this means, data are collected on the propagation rate of the
shock surrounding the fragent system as a function of the impact velocity
and plate thickness. The measurement of the propagation rates are per-
formed near the plate to avoid as much as possible the problems of deter-
mining the propagtion of disturbances near fragent wakes. Tests are
also conducted in which there is no target so that an indication can be
obtained of the amount of increase in pressure due to the process of per-
foration itself. For all tests the rates are determined at a common dis-
tance of 6 cm from the line of flight of the sphere. The data on
propAation rates are presented in Fig. 24.

0.

oI 20 4

o' H
I i

FIG. 24. Shock Velocity Against Inmpct Velocity for no Target
and for tvo Plate Thickn- ses.
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Pressures corresponding to these propagation rates are shown in
Fig. 25. These are calculated using plane shock theory that is justified
as an approximation in an earlier section of this report. These data show
that there are significant pressures generated near the perforationn and
that the propagation rates and pressures for perforated plates are signif-
icantly higher tj4. for the bow wave of the projectile itself. The
propagation rates are increased by as much as 20% and this corresponds to
an increase in pressure of 76%. It is also interesting to note that there
is little difference between the 0.040- and 0.125-inch plates.
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FIG. 25. Shc.,ck Pressures Against Impact Velocity for no
Ta.rget and for tvo Plate Thicknesses.
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CCMPARISS OF MEASURM TO IE OR:ES OF DISTURBANCE

Attempts to explain the measured pressure pulses can generally be
classified into three proups. Firstly, there are explanations that postu-
late some mechanism of direct transfer of kinetic energy; secondly, there
are explanations that postulate a significant contribution to the atmos-
pheric disturbances from chemical reaction of the fragments with the
amosphere; and thirdly, there a-e explanations that postulate the gene-
raticn of pressures in the surrounding atmosphere as the result of the
mechanical interaction of t' particle with the atmosphere. Information
on which of these types of explanation is the most realistic can be
obtained from studieh of the fragments recovered following high-speed
perforations. In the fo .owing, thi main ideas of the three groups of
e&.planations will be presented and then the conclusions from each of these
will be compared to general observations on post-perforation events, ex.er-
imental findings on the pressures of the disturbances, and tho predicted
effects on the fragment system.

Direct Mechanical Effects

Direct mechanical transfer of momentum to the pressure gsge& by small
fragments or by vapors is obviously a possibility but it Is ruled wvt by
almost every observation. The simultaneous photogriphic observations and
pressure easurements for the explosively projected particles show that
the pressure measuremens coincide with the arrival of the shock in the
atmosphere. The photographic observations with the Kerr cell camera
indicate a distribution of fragments for which impc-ts against the gages
would be very unlikely events. This agrees with tht further observation
that the gages are infrequently hit by fragments and when this does occur
the pressure records are great±.y "sturbed at the impact and the readings
are unreliable after the impact. It is possible that vaporization might
occur although there is not evidence of the condensation of vapors on any
part of the equipment. However, within an inch of the perforation on the
impact side of the plate there are often radial splashes of a light-gray
material but this appears to be AL205. Hence, it seems quite unlikely
that direct mechanical effects contribute to the measured pressures.

Combustion Processes

The heat of combustion derived from a gram of aluminum is equivalent
to the total kinetic energy of this same mass traveling at 7.8 km/sec,
and thus the burning of aluminum is potentially a source of a large amount
of energy. It is interesting that with this large source of energy avail-
able the pressure measurements of the present ork do not show any signif-
icant contribution from combustion. The flash-accompanying impa.t in an
oxidizing atmosphere makes it clear that combustion does occur. All of
these facts make it essential to take a close look at the combustion pro-
nesses in order t. find the reasons for the small contribution that is
observed in the present work.
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The followIng is primarily concerned with vapor-p ,ase-combustion pro-
cesses, since these appear the most likely to occur at thL rates required
for the present phenomenon. These processes are not well understood but
two idealized models are available to describe vapor-phase combustion of
either a particle at rest in a high-temperature atmosphere or of a parti-
cle in very high-speed motion with respect to the surrounding atmosphere.
The main assumptions for these two models can be compared with respect to
three points, (1) the source of heat for the vaporization, (2) the method
of mixing the vaporized material with the combustible part of the atmos-
phere, and (3) the distribution of the heat generated by the combustion.

For the particle at reit with respect to a heated atmosphere the heat
for the vaporization of the material is provided by the combustion pro-
cess itself. The vapors and the atmosphere are mixed by diffusion. The
heat generated is put into the atmosphere in the immediate vicinity of
the particle and at least part of the heat returns to the particle.

For the partinle in rapid motion vith respect to the atmosphere the
heat for vaporization is provided by aerodjnamic heating of the high-
speed flow around the particle. The vaporized material Is removed and
mixed with atmosphere by the high. speed flow. The heat generated by the
combustion is released to the atmosphere in the wake of the particle and
does not return to the particle.

Reaction Wth Nitrogen. The possibility of the molten aluminum
reacting with nitrogen has also been suggested. This less energetic
reaction is tested for by mounting an aluminum plate in a chamber fi led
with nitrogen gas at a few pounds per square inch above atmospheric pres-
sure. The chamber is sealed after the entrance of the projectile by the
impact of sabot upon a sabot stopper. This copper sabot stopper then
c.-ters providing a gas-tight seal for the central hole through which
the projectile has passed. After impact at 3.2 km/sec, chemical teets of
the contents of this chamber show no evidence of aluminum nitride.

Particle in a High-Speed Flow. A model of combustion processes for
the particle in a high-speed flow should take into account the change in
mechanical strength of the material when it reaches the melting point,
since the high-speed flop, will subject the body to intense forces. For
this reason it is convenient to discuss the model in terms of two phases.
In the first phase the particle is aerodynamically heated, and melting
occurs at the surface. The molten layer is capable of flowing and is
removed by the surface forces that are generated by the high-speed flow.
The separation of these droplets is the start of the second phase in which
the droplets are free bodies that are heated by te high-speed flow around
them. This heating may be sufficient to vaporize the droplets. In this
case the two phases involve similar physical processes but the size and
condition of the particle is different. If, on the other hand, vaporiza-
tion does not occur until the droplet is at rest with respect to the
surrounding atmosphere, which is at a high temperature due to the flow
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conditions, then the second phase is better described by the model of
combustion for particle at rest in a hot atmosphere.

Nonreactive Melting Model. For the first phase, a simple calculation
ewn be made of the material that will be ablated from a particle by melt-
,ng from aerodynamic heating. This calculation is merely an energy bal-
ance between the Incident ezergy flux and the thermal energy required to
melt aluminum. The incident energy flux will be the product of the pres-
sure (assumed to be hydrodynamic) and the velocity of the particle.

q (pv 5/2)

The energy removed from the body in the form of heat in the ablated
material is

S= m(CpT + hf)

Therefore

= c P v3/2(C T + hf)

dm V Cpv 2 /2(CpT + h)]ds
[CH p f

The ablated mass per unit distance may be obtained by including the
velocity decay caused by aerodynamic drag.

dm 9 o H exp(-P CDA./M)dsdm:2(C T + f -9

The effective heating rate across the body is roughly the integrated
product of the stagnation point heating rate and the cosine of the angle
between the particle velocity vector and the normal to the surface. By
using this correction the mass fraction loss from the particle will be

_ C V2 [l-exp(-3pgCrs/2p d)]

m 3 CD(CpT + h

Figure 26 shows this mass fraction liss for spherical aluminum particles
at standard atmospheric conditions. The spheres are assumed to be
initially at room teoperature with a velocity of 3.1 km/sec.
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In the second phase, steady-droplet configuration requires that the

surface tension of the droplets must be greater than the forces tending
to remove more material from the droplet. This is equivalent to a require-
merit that there be a maximum stable droplet size for the given velocity of
flow. Below this maximim size the losses of mass are by vaporization and
applying the sawe arguerAts to the ablation by vaporization that is used
for ablation by melting one finds that

C V2 [l-exp(-3pgC1,P/2ppd)N]
m 3 CD(CT + hv)

for As the distance travelled by the droplet with respect to the moving
atmosphere. Clearly, the first phase of the process is the controlling
one with respect to the determination of the maximum contribution by com-
bustion according to this model. The equations above are only able to
determine the extent and rate at which the melted material can enter the
final combustion process.

One factor that would tend to increase the rate of ablation of drop-
lets from the fragments would be the surface roughness of the impact
fragments. Another is the possibility of a higher initial temperature of
fragmnts coming from the zo.,e near the impact interface (Ref. 9).
Similarly, factors such as rotation of the fragments and inhibition of
ablation by a layer of aluminum oxide (which has a higher melting temper-
ature than aluminum) would tend to decrease the ablation rate. In either
case, it seems unlikely that particles larger than 50 microns in diameter
will lose any appreciable portion of their mass. At most, only a few per-
cent by weight of the particles recovered beyond thin plate impacts are
less than 50 microns; consequently nonreactive, melting abl tion dop not
appear to be a likely mode for rapid energy release.

Particle at Rest in Hot Atmosphere. The combustion of particles in a
hot atmosphere has recently been the subject of a large amcunt of effort
in connection with the steady-state combustion of aluminum in gas burner
flames (Ref. 10-12). From these studies, along with the rigid constraints
placed upcon aluminum combustion by thermodynamic considerations, a des-
cription of particle burning has emerged. The model described here is
basically that proposed by Brzustowski and Glassman (Ref. 13).

After ignition and the attainment of stealy-state conditions, the
vaporizing aluminum droplet is surrounded at some distance by a combustion
zone. The reaction rate and the distance of the combustion zone from the
body are controlled by the transport of aluminum vapors from the particle
and oxygen from the atmosphere into this zone. Probably the first product
oxide that forms is AlO, a vaporous oxide species that only exists attemperatures above the boiling point of alumina. However, the heat of

vaporization of Al203 is greater than the heat of combustion of aluminum
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(Ref. 14). Consequently, there is insufficient heat to sustain all of
the A1O and it condenses within the reaction zone into submicron sized
A12 0- droplets. This condensation maintains the reaction zone temperature
at tIe boiling point of alumina, 38000K. At this stage in the reaction,
external sources such as aerodynamic heating of the particle are small in
comparison with the heating from the reaction zone. The principal modes
of heat transfer to the particle from the reaction zone are radiation and
the conduction resulting from liquid alumina condensing on the cooler
molten aluminum surface.

Consider the effect of placing this burning particle in a hypersonic
air stream. There will be a high-pressure, high-temperature cap composed
of the constituents of both the ambient atmosphere and the vaporizing
particle. Extreme conditions in this gas cap will be located at the
stagnation point at which, at the higher velocities, dissociation might
also occur. In comparison with ambient atmospheric conditions, the
greater partial pressure of oxygen in the gas cap will shift the reaction
zone closer to the particle. This results in an increased heating rate
on the body and a corresponding increase in the ablation rate of the
particle. Ionization of the atmospheric gases would amplify these
effects. Hence, the combstion of impact fragments should be more ener-
getic than the reactiun of particles ignited in burner flames. It will
be shown that the burning times of impact fragments are reduced by an
order of magnitude over comparable sized fragments ignited in a flame.

Tests in which fragments are captured in paraffin after passing
through 5 inches of air net all types of oxides other than the flakes and
do capture some aluminum that are partially molten. When this apparatus
is evacuated to 0.03 mm of mercury no oxides are found but many aluminum
particles are recovered that are completely or partially molten. The
tests in which fragments are collected in pans result in aluminum, ceramic
solids, and flake-type oxides. These oxide particle descriptions and the
pressures and 02 partial pressures under which they are formed are quite
similar to the observations of Mellor and Glass'man who studied the
combustion of aluminum wires in an 02-CO2 atmosphere (Ref. 15).

Mechanical Interactions With Atmosphere

The aerodynamic pressures acting on high velocity fragmnts result in
a drag force and loss of kinetic energy with time. At supersonic veloci-
ties these pressures result in nonisentropic shock waves. The kinetic
energy losses of the body are largely dissipated in the shock waves;
hence, the pressure ratio across the shock depends upon the rate of
kinetic energy loss of the body. For a relatively smooth body this energy
loss can be shown to be proportional to V2 exp(Kts/d) where As is the dis-
tance traversed and d is a characteristic body dimension. The rate of
kinetic energy lost per unit distance traversed is directly proportional
to the initial velocity squared and inversely proportional to the body
dimension. Small bodies thus lose energy more rapidly and in x more con-
fined space than larger bodies. In terms of the fragment system this
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means that close to the plate the smaller particles will lose more energy
per unit mass than larger particles. With respect to these energy losses
as a function of the fragment system characteristics, recall that higher
impact velocities and thinner target plates result in both finer particle
sizes and greater post-perforation velocities.

There is one other source of kinetic energy losses, which is easily
forgotten, that contains quantities of energy of the same order of magni-
tude as the combustion energy. This is the kinetic energy lost with the
ablated mass of the fragment system. Because the material that is ablated
from the surface leaves either in the form of vapor or relatively tiny
droplets, it essentially releases any kinetic energy it has immediately
upon departure. Again, high velocity and small particle sizes favor these
losses. Consequently, due to the fragment-size distribution and the
initial residual velocity, thin plates and high impact velocities should
result in the most rapid energy transfer.

These same variables, impact velocity and plate thicknesses, affect
the measured pressures in a manner qualitatively similar to that predicted
on the basis of kinetic energy losses. An estimate of the initial pos-
perforation kinetic energy of the impact system is calculated from the
data in Fig. 2, using Eq. 2. This energy is plotted in Fig. 23 to a scale
appropriate for comparison with the peak shock wave pres-ures. On the
basis of fragment system characteristics, the increasing pressure with

increasing velocity and the greater pressures behind thin plates are
expected features of this system. Although this kinetic energy has these
qualitative features of the shock wave pressures, the difference in pres-
sures with plate thickness is much smaller than would be expected from
simple energy considerations. In fact, based upon our neglect of the
:ifferences in particle sizes with these plates, one might expect the
difference in presstres to be even greater than predicted. There are
several possible explanations of these discrepancies.

These quantitative differences between the pressure records and the

relative values of the kinetic energy estimates may be caused by inter-
actions between the particles that invalidate the superposition assumption
that is implicit in the energy calculations. Another possible cause of
the small difference in pressure between the 0.040 and 0.125-inch-thick

plates is the three-dimensional aspect of th fragment field. With pres-
sure measurements made such a short distance from the projectile flight
path, only the closest regions of the fragmeit field would be expected
to contribute to the initial pressure pulse. High-speed photographs of
perforations show that at the same velocity, , thick plate may tend to

e the larger particles Cistributed along the surface of the fragment
c~ne envelope while thin plates have the fragment mass concentrated at
the front of this cone (Ref. 4).
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ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ignition. A few tests were conducted in rn attempt to obtain photo-
graphic indications of the amount of material that is ablated from alum-
inum spheres. The intent was to compare the trails of spheres launched
from the light-gas gun with the trails of explosively projected particles.
The indications are that the spheres ablated far less than the particles.
Collateral streak-camera measurements bear this out.

It may be that the gun-launched spheres are indeed ablating less due
to the fact that these proJectiles have a well-established aluminum oxide
coating while thd freshly formed particle from the explosive projector
presents a clean aluminum surface. Alumina has a higher melting tempera-
ture and greater specific heat than aluminum and the alumina layer may
have suppressed thY s-rface melting. To test this hypothesis, spheres
are cleaned by an ama.Lgamation process using alcoholic mercuric chloride
and then are wounted in sealed sabots to preserve an oxide-free surface.
This whole procedure is conducted in an inert atmosphere to preserve the
surface. One sphere that had been treated in this way and then fired at
3.3 km/sec produced a small source of luminosity without any indication
of luminosity in the wake of the sphere. Apparently, the surface was
reactive but there was no indication of enhanced ablation. One other
factor that effects ignition and corbustion rates is the density of frag-
ments. This effect is due to principally radiative heat transfer between
particles. In burner flames, ignition of one particle appears to trigger
the ignition of others (Ref. 12, pp. 21 and 22).

Luminosity. The principal evidence for the existence of combustion
of aluminum impact fragments in an oxidizing atmosphere is the brilliant
flash following the passing of particles as they traverse the first meter
or less beyond the target. High-speed photographs of the impact fragments
in this region frequently show a stream of material trailing from a corner
of the larger fragmentq and a cone of material following tiny fragments.
This material is, sometimes, initially opaque with luminosity occurring
some distance behind the partiile, while other particles show the entire
stream as luminous. This materia appears to be micron-sized aluminum
droplets ablated from the fragment surface (Ref. 16). It has been
reported that this lumizosity is only present in aluminum pellet firings
at velocities greater than 3 km/sec (Ref. 17). In the tests reported here,
luminosity beyond the target is only evident when the average velocities
of the impact fragments are greater than 2.5 km/sec.

There are at least two sources for this luainosity. A plasma of
vaporized aluminum generated by the extreme pressures at the impact inter-

face is the initial sou-e of luminosity on the impact side of the target
(Ref'. 18). Spectroscopically, light from this source would exhibit the
characteristic lines of aluminum. he -cond source of luminosity, and
cause of the flash beyond the target plate, is combustion of the fragments.
The principal source of aluminum combustion luminosity is thermally
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excited A10 (Ref. 19 and 20); consequently, AlO bands will be prominent
in the spectra. Time-resolved spectroscopy indicates that the various
features of the spectra of pellet luminosity in the order of their appear-
ance are ballistic shock, atomic spectra of the pellet material, and A10
bands. The peak intensity of the AO bands occurs 4 to 180 gsec after
the ballistic shock (Ref. 18 and 21). Hence, the peak luminosity of
alumimm pellets, which is due to the vapor-phase combustion of ablated
material, always happens in the wake of the pellet. The brightness of
the luminosity in these early pellet studies is estimated to be
30,000 lumens and is independent of the pellet velocity (Ref. 17).

The physical characteristics of the luminosity also indicate the
source as being vapor-phase combustion in the wake of individual particles.
Still photographs such as Fig. 27 show that most of the luminosity comes
from diffuse regions with only r few sharp tracks indicating surface
reactions on the fragments. The velocity of impact shown in Fig. 26 is
only slightly above the minimum impact velocity at which lumin. ity is
apparent beyond the plate. The standoff between the luminous region and
the plate may be a transient space through which the fragments are being

aerodynamically heated to the melting temperature. The vibrational tem-
perature of the luminous wake is determined to be 41000 K (Ref. 21), a
figure that agrees closely with the 3800°K vaporization temperature of
A1203 at atmospheric pressure. The maximum duration of luminosity of an
individual droplet from a pellet is approximately 100 4sec (Ref. 17 and

22). In the present tests the total flash duration is less than a
millisecond. In contrast, the burning times of 35-micron aluminum par-
ticles in flames are between 1 and 30 ms (Ref. 23 and 24). This reduction
in burning times for hypersonic particles can be attributed to the greater
pressures in the combustion zone caused by the shock wave ahead of the
droplets (Ref. 25).

Particle Collection. In order to obtain data on the occurrence of
combustion, the fragments are collected in paraffin beyond the target and
in trays below the path of the fragments. These recovered particles are
mounted in plastic and are then polished and etched to revcal the internal
structure of the particles. These mounted impact fragments are observed
microscopically for indications of melting or chemical reaction. The
possibility of fragment heating or deformation upon impact with the
paraffin recovery medium is considered. However, at least 95% of the
total number of recovered fragments show no signs of either melting oi-
oxidizing reactions. There are also no indications of the particles
reacting with the paraffin. Of those few particles that are modified,
there is no indication that any larber percentage of small particles than
larger particles are changed.

The oxide fragme.nts that are collected are of three types: ceramic
solids, flakes, and a coral structure. The ceramic solids have a gray
to black color with a surface texture only slightly more rounded then
the aluminum fragmnts. The X-ray diffraction indicates that these are
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y-AL20 (see Table 2). 2-e'w only internal structure consists of a few
randoly distributed short surface cracks. Mic iardness tests result
in the shattering of these particles. In one case, a 220-micron ceramic
oxide, which had been collected in paraffin, contains perhaps a dozen
aluminum inclusions of various sizes. Some of these are on the surface
of the particle while others are completely immersed. 'ae flake-type
oxides are glossy black with a nodular surface tL'-ture. These are very
fragile oxides that could not be effectively polished due to the surface
tearing away. F -type oxides seem to be a collection cf platelets,
each of which may be an agglomeration of smaller ocide particles. The
coral-structured oxides are externally gray in color and rather mossy
appearing. Internally, they have a reflectivity only slightly less than
alumimn with a structiLre consisting largely of spherical voids of a
variety of siz-s. The X-ray diffraction analysis of this material reveals
that the sample analyzed contained aluminum plus other substances that can
not be identified.

TABLE 2. X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Fragmnts

Aluminum Ceramic Solid Coral Structure

Line Intensity Line Intensity Linea Intensity

2.34 10 2.37 10 1.88 10
2.02 5 1.99 8 2.09 9
1.22 1.215 7 j 2.3 8
1.4 2 l.42 7 i 1.228 5

1.0215 5
.... __ 0.90 5

a Intense lines 4.25, 3.05, and 2.30 are believed to
be due to the mounting clay and are eliminated.

The coral structure is the only oxide type that is ever found in
intimate contact with aluminum particles; and among the specimns of this
type, these are fairly ccyon. 'W*hen the coral-structured oxide is in
contact with an &luir= particle a large grain structure appears in the
oxide adjacent to the interface. It could be caused by that region cool-
ing more slowly than the rest of the oxide. in addition to these oxide
frmnts, there is a white smoke that is often found on surfaces adjacent
to impacts; this is probably the mi-ron-sized Al-0x that has been reported
(Ref. 135). None of the oxidized fra -ents have an oxide l yer surrourding
an alurinum core.

In contrast with most of these oxides;, alminu= f.ag4ents have quite
high reflectivity. The meiting zone on, partially molten particles is
marked by the appearance of internal voids and the disappearance of the
fine-grain structured surface markings.
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It may be concluded that the failure of significant pressure d4^'er-
ences to arise as a function of the partial pressure of oxygen in m (e
atmosphere is an indication Lhat only a few percent of the fragmented
mass are burned in air. Although 3,17) cc of air per gram of aluminum
are required for combustion, lack of ,ygen does not appear to be sup-
pressing the reaction. The limiti'1 feature upon combustion seems to be
the ablation rate.

SU i ABY

The qualitative fea ,ures of the deformations produced In the impact
of in aluminum alloy sphere against an aluninum alloy plate are sumaarized
pictorially in Fig. 1. The deformations of the projectile are an impor-
tant factor in the dependence of the hoLe size on the impat velocity.
At low velocity, khe principal failure of the perforatior is clearly by
plugging and the evidence from the recovery of fragmer's and from measure-
ments of momentum transfer favor plugging as the principal failure -mode
at higher velocities. As the velocity increases above the minimum veloc-
ity for perforation other modes of failure, such as spalling and the
conchoidd fractures that follow trajector-ies of maximum shear, contribute
to the formation of a large number of fragments,

Photographic evidence indicatesthat t' pressure disturbance accom-
panying the perforation is the result of the coalescence of the individual
disturba~nces from fragment system. The ratio of the pressures in this
disturbance to the pressure in the :ake of the pacting projectile
increases significantly As long as the fra4pntnt system maintains a high
nunber of fragents ci-. a high average veloczity for the system.

For the case of spheres fired from a 1 Jht-ga2 gun against aliminur
alloy plates there is no zignifica t difference c..served between ine-
atmosphere and -.n .atmosphere in 'hich combustion has occurred. Thi is
consistent with the results of a caiculation of a very small rate of
ablation and the co:nclusion that the contrib ition to the pressure effect
by combu-cion prTmcesses s controlled by the rate of ablation.
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Appendix

PRESURE-TIME RECORDS, PHOTOGRAPHS OF PERFORATIONS, A1ND
STILL PHTO)GRAPH{S OF PERFORATION F'IASHES
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